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About This Game

Before the Speed Heroes arrived to DASH Planet, King Slap's horde of two-dimensional platformer enemies were (fairly) content
in their slimy and jelly-like bodies. Now, after all the head-jumping and diamonds disappearing King Slap and his army are fed up

with the Heroes. Every day more diamonds disappear on the planet. Every day King Slap's army grows. Every day new Heroes
arrive to the planet in their own dimension to show their speed and agility. Welcome to the Galaxy of Speed where only the fast and

wise will survive the spikes, walls and tongues of the expanding worlds of DASH: Danger Action Speed Heroes.

Dash, double-jump, triple-dash, bullet-jump and wall slide your way to victory in a world of colorful pixel art!

Create levels easily

Get your levels rated

Enhance your speedrun skills
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A roster of Heroes with individual strengths and weaknesses

Unique power-up system with combos of extra power

Fool the enemies. Make them work for you or use their bouncy bodies to reach new heights!

Original sound track by various contemporary artists

Handmade pixel graphics by Baby Duka

Connect with runners and creators on our growing Discord server

Create your own levels with speed streaks, enemies, spikes, puzzles and action-packed precision

Explore the tilesets and backgrounds to create the environment for your story

Lean back with the gamepad or keyboard and unveil your level design skills

Upload your levels for the world to experience

Watch your arenas become part of the constant competition to find the fastest runners.

Set the format: make horizontal or vertical levels

No upload limit: upload as many creations as you want

On DASH Planet there is an ongoing hunt for shiny and colorful diamonds. How fast you are able to run through a level
determines your status as a runner. How many plays your levels get proves your worth as a creator. The fastest and smartest will

be rewarded.

Everything from the easiest of levels to something you almost can't imagine being possible

Worldwide leaderboards in-game: World records, levels completed and creator with most plays

Create your own playlists of levels and share them with other players

Data displayed to keep you up to date with your achievements and stats

Dynamic playlists of levels to engage you in new levels daily
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Title: DASH: Danger Action Speed Heroes
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Baby Duka, Schubell IT
Publisher:
Baby Duka
Franchise:
Baby Duka
Release Date: June 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/8/8.1/10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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